
First of all, we hope that this bulletin finds you and all your loved ones well in the midst 
of these unprecedented times. We are vigilant in helping our clients navigate through 
this time of uncertainty and are confident that we, as an institution, will emerge stronger 
from the adversity we are facing. But it is going to be a challenging time for many, and 
we recognize the time frame for recovery is yet unknown in spite of some recent signs of
hope emerging. Our team is here for you, and will continue to provide you with updates 
as the situation unfolds, and, of course, the same personalized service we have provided 
you over the past 130 years.

First Quarter 2020 Update
As 2020 began, markets were buoyed by last year’s rate cuts, a strong U.S. consumer 
and an easing in trade tensions with China. This optimism caused investors to discount 
the prospects for a near-term recession. Through mid-February, the market pushed to 
new highs, reaching almost 3,400 on the S&P 500 Index. Late in February, however, it became clear that the coronavirus, 
which had up to that point been contained primarily to China, was going to be become a widespread issue. As cases 
began showing up in various countries around the world, it became apparent that the drastic measures being used in 
China would need to be employed around the globe. At this point, markets began the process of trying to price in the 
potential effects of having large parts of the economy shut down due to the need for social distancing measures.

This resulted in an unprecedented drop in U.S. and international equity markets, with volatility spiking to levels not 
seen since the 2008 financial crisis. With only a few positive days sprinkled in, markets dropped consistently through 
the first three weeks of March. In a record of only 22 days, the markets shed 30% of their value, the fastest drop ever 
of that magnitude. A spat between Russia and Saudi Arabia over oil production only served to exacerbate the issue, 
with oil prices falling to levels not seen in decades and energy stocks following suit. By March 23rd, the S&P 500 had 
reached an intra-day low of 2,192 as it waited for Washington to pass a stimulus bill that would help businesses and 
those being laid off weather the storm. The hope was that the government would be able to put the U.S. economy into a 
state of suspended animation by keeping small business and workers afloat while the worst effects of the virus passed. 
Optimistic that the $2.3 trillion CARES program would mitigate some of the damage, markets rebounded strongly off of 
their lows and finished the quarter at 2,585 on the S&P 500.
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1st Quarter 
2020

S&P 500 -19.60%

Russell 2000 -35.66%

MSCI EAFE (Net) -22.83%

MSCI Emerging Markets (Net) -23.60%

Bloomberg Barclay's U.S. Aggregate Bond 3.15%

2020 Performance Year-to-Date through 3/31/2020
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Small cap stocks felt the most pain as smaller, less established businesses with more unpredictable cash flows sank on 
the uncertainty of the timing of the eventual recovery. From a sector standpoint, interest rate sensitive companies like 
financials traded sharply lower, and anything related to travel and leisure declined on an almost a complete shutdown of 
their businesses.

Fixed income markets, while holding up much better than their equity counterparts, were not spared. Investors, facing 
the need for liquidity, began selling all but the highest quality instruments, leaving U.S. government issues as the lone 
positive. The Federal Reserve, throwing out the old playbook, announced it would step in with significant injections 
of liquidity into repo markets and announcing unlimited asset purchase plans. In a significant deviation from previous 
guidelines, the Fed stated that purchases could also include investment grade corporate bonds and municipal holdings. 
By the end of the quarter, most fixed income markets had stabilized and recovered much of the ground they had lost, 
although most still lagged returns in government bonds. 

Where do we go from here?
Ideally, the value of a stock today is based on the discounting of its future cash flows, and markets are where informed 
investors go to set those expectations. But in periods like this, investor sentiment is driven as much by fear and uncertainty 
as by anything else. We know that the health crisis will end, with some predicting the worst of it passing over the next 
month or so. But fears remain that until there is an actual vaccine that’s been widely distributed, the virus will linger 
and the need for social distancing will continue to wreak havoc our community and economy. Many wonder whether the 
lows of late March were a market bottom, and the answer is that no one knows. Fed actions and the government stimulus 
package have helped provide some short-term stability, but going forward it is likely that markets will trade based on the 
daily news flow of infection rates and economic damage assessments. For long-term investors, these periods may be good 
buying opportunities. While 2020 will forever be known as the year of the virus, 2021 will almost undoubtedly be the year 
of the recovery. With financial markets being leading indicators, it is likely that they may begin to recover well ahead of 
that. 

We will be reviewing all of our asset allocations to ensure that we are appropriately positioned to take advantage of 
the recovery when it does begin. It is likely that many challenges will exist for the economy for some time to come, but 
resiliency is an American hallmark and we will push through this. If you have any questions or concerns, please reach out 
to your Relationship Manager.

We would like to provide you with an update on our commitment to maintaining all Canandaigua National Trust Company functions 
during this period of uncertainty.  Canandaigua National Trust Company  is committed to providing you with the exceptional service 
you have come to expect from us, throughout this challenging time.  

Our business continuity plans were established and tested specifically to address situations such as this, and our employees can 
effectively fulfill their roles while away from our office locations. 

To assist our employees and community during these difficult times, we have placed further emphasis on social distancing and 
will operate with less than half of our staff in the office and the remainder working remotely. In addition, we are recommending that 
all meetings with clients be conducted via phone or webex. As this is subject to change, we are prepared to modify accordingly to 
support the evolving environment. 

We know you depend on Canandaigua National Trust Company  to partner with you and help guide you through difficult times, and 
we value that trust and partnership. We are confident we have taken all requisite preventative measures, and that you will be able 
to depend on us through these trying times. As always, reach out to your advisor with any questions or concerns that you have.

Canandaigua National Trust Company Business Continuity


